GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER

JOURNALISTS KILLED WITH IMPUNITY
IN SOMALIA

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
NOW IN CHINA

“FOR ALL THOSE PEOPLES WHO
HAVE WEPT, WHO HAVE BEEN
MARGINALIZED, WHO HAVE
BEEN MISTREATED AND INSULTED
– WE, THE SARAYAKU PEOPLE ARE
GOING TO SAY ‘ENOUGH!’”
José Gualinga,
President of the Sarayaku community

Yours sincerely,
Name
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Image: Protesters outside the Liaison office of China’s Central
Government in Hong Kong, February 2011. In response to online calls
to protest, inspired by events in the Middle East and North Africa, the
Chinese authorities detained dozens of activists. © AP Photo/Vincent Yu
Amnesty International, International Secretariat, Peter Benenson House,
1 Easton Street, London WC1X 0DW, UK. amnesty.org

The irresponsible and poorly regulated global trade in arms is fuelling
serious human rights abuses, armed violence, poverty and conflict
around the world.
Millions of people are killed, injured, raped, repressed and forced to
flee their homes every year as a result. Health, education and other
services are being denied and livelihoods destroyed.
The world needs an effective Arms Trade Treaty that prevents arms
transfers when they are likely to contribute directly to serious human
rights abuses or poverty. The Treaty must cover all conventional arms
including ammunition.
I call on all UN member states to secure an Arms Trade Treaty that
prevents arms from fuelling such atrocities and abuses, and protects
lives and livelihoods.
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Dear

Children of the Jaguar follows the Sarayaku community’s
journey to present their case before the
Inter-American Court of Human Rights.
The stakes are high. The decision
of the Court will affect not just
the future of the Sarayaku,
but the future of thousands of
Indigenous communities
throughout the Americas.

Watch the trailer and share the link:
www.childrenofthejaguar.org

Premier
WEN Jiabao Guojia Zongli
The State Council General Office
2 Fuyoujie, Xichengqu
Beijingshi 100017
People’s Republic of China

I urge you to do everything in your power to ensure freedom of
expression, association and assembly in China. When policing
demonstrations, law enforcement officials should exercise restraint,
using firearms only as a last resort and when absolutely necessary to
protect life.
I also urge you to ensure that international fair trial standards are
upheld in law and practice in China.

Sincerely,

I urge you to bring to justice those responsible for the deaths of
Abukar Hasan Mohamud Kadaf, Hassan Osman Abdi, Abdisalan
Sheikh Hassan and all other journalists killed in Somalia. I also urge
you to support the establishment of an independent Commission of
Inquiry, or similar mechanism, to address impunity for crimes under
international law committed in Somalia.

China’s Constitution and international law guarantee the rights to
freedom of expression, association and assembly. Yet every year
hundreds of people are detained in China for peacefully exercising
these rights. Some are tried and imprisoned for “endangering state
security” under vaguely worded criminal laws that have become tools
for silencing critics and activists. Some demonstrations are broken up
by excessive, even lethal, force.
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Image: The burial of Said Tahlil Ahmed, the director of Radio HornAfrik,
killed by gunmen in February 2009. © NUSOJ
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Hon. Abdiweli Mohamed Ali
Prime Minister of the Transitional Federal
Government of Somalia
C/O The Embassy of Somalia
Jabavu Road, Hurlingham
PO Box 623-00606
Nairobi
Kenya
At least 26 journalists have been killed in Somalia since January
2007, and no one has been brought to justice for their deaths.

Since December 2011, three journalists have been deliberately shot
dead by gunmen in Mogadishu. Abukar Hasan Mohamud Kadaf was
killed by unidentified gunmen on 28 February 2012. Hassan Osman
Abdi “Fantastic” was shot outside his home on 29 January 2012.
Abdisalan Sheikh Hassan was shot in the head by a man wearing
a government military uniform on 18 December 2011.
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Dear Prime Minister,

Your Excellency,
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